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A B S T R A C T

Individuals can be aesthetically engaged by a diverse array of visual experiences (paintings, mountain vistas,
etc.), yet the processes that support this fundamental mode of interaction with the world are poorly understood.
We tested whether there are systematic differences in the degree of shared taste across visual aesthetic domains.
In Experiment 1, preferences were measured for five different visual aesthetic domains using a between-subjects
design. The degree of agreement amongst participants differed by domain, with preferences for images of faces
and landscapes containing a high proportion of shared taste, while preferences for images of exterior archi-
tecture, interior architecture and artworks reflected strong individual differences. Experiment 2 used a more
powerful within-subjects design to compare the two most well matched domains—natural landscapes and ex-
terior architecture. Agreement across individuals was significantly higher for natural landscapes than exterior
architecture, with no differences in reliability. These results show that the degree of shared versus individual
aesthetic preference differs systematically across visual domains, even for photographic images of real-world
content. The findings suggest that the distinction between naturally occurring domains (e.g. faces and landscape)
versus artifacts of human culture (e.g. architecture and artwork) is a general organizational principle governing
the presence of shared aesthetic taste. We suggest that the behavioral relevance of naturally occurring domains
results in information processing, and hence aesthetic experience, that is highly conserved across individuals;
artifacts of human culture, which lack uniform behavioral relevance for most individuals, require the use of more
individual aesthetic sensibilities that reflect varying experiences and different sources of information.

1. Introduction

Humans evaluate their environments aesthetically, and these eva-
luations affect many aspects of life, from choice of free time activities
and intimate partners to organization of living and work space.
Aesthetic considerations affect mood and well-being (Koelsch & Jäncke,
2015; McCraty, Barrios-Choplin, Atkinson, & Tomasino, 1998; Moore,
1981; Rudd, Vohs, & Aaker, 2012; Zhang, Howell, & Iyer, 2014) and
have been shown to influence productivity in the work place (Kaplan &
Kaplan, 1995; Largo-Wight, Chen, Dodd, & Weiler, 2011; Leather,
Pyrgas, Beale, & Lawrence, 1998; Nasar, 1994; Raanaas, Evensen, Rich,
Sjøstrøm, & Patil, 2011) and healing times in hospitals (Ulrich et al.,
2008; Ulrich, 1984). Aesthetic evaluations also clearly play a role in
creative output.

Aesthetic evaluations occur in a variety of domains, from visual art,
music, poetry, dance, or film, to judgments of faces and places. Each of

these domains, however, has unique characteristics that may shape the
evaluations of individual viewers, readers, or listeners. Even within
solely visual aesthetic domains, the features that are critical for re-
presenting specific exemplars and distinguishing them from others
differ from one domain to another. For example, there is evidence to
suggest that recognition of facial identity relies on a detailed configural
representation of metric distances between parts of a face (Biederman &
Kalocsai, 1997; Farah, Wilson, Drain, & Tanaka, 1998; but see Burton,
Schweinberger, Jenkins, & Kaufmann, 2015), and a large proportion of
the variance in facial attractiveness can be captured by a metric “face
space” model constructed on the basis of such metric distances and
surface reflectance (Said & Todorov, 2011). Recognition of natural
landscapes, however, may be mediated by global descriptors of scene
structure and function extracted from local distributions of 2nd order
image properties (spatial envelope; Greene & Oliva, 2009; McCotter,
Gosselin, Sowden, & Schyns, 2005; Oliva & Torralba, 2001; Torralba &
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Oliva, 2003) and the distribution of colors (Oliva & Schyns, 2000;
Vailaya, Jain, & Zhang, 1998). While photographs of landscapes and
exterior architecture both contain information about spatial layout, the
visual features that drive recognition of architectural elements such as
degree of decoration, clarity of design and adherence to conventional
norms (Oostendorp & Berlyne, 1978) are likely quite different from
those that support an understanding of landscape, though both may
require a representation of the shape of visual space (Franz, von der
Heyde, & Bülthoff, 2005; Meyers-Levy & Zhu, 2007; Oliva, Park, &
Konkle, 2011). Paintings may contain a set of stylistic features that
enable viewers to identify an artwork by period or movement (e.g.,
Cubist), medium (oil or pastel), or even painter (Chuck Close portraits
look very different from those by Vincent Van Gogh). Presumably, for
each of these visual aesthetic domains, aesthetic valuation of specific
exemplars requires attention to and weighting of features unique to that
domain.

One open question in empirical aesthetics is the degree to which
aesthetic preferences reflect universal processes that are shared in
common across individuals, or alternately, reflect highly individual
processes. For example, judgments of facial attractiveness tend to pro-
duce very high levels of agreement across individuals (Langlois et al.,
2000), and variance decomposition measures find that facial attrac-
tiveness ratings can be explained by approximately equal proportions of
“shared” and “private” taste (Germine et al., 2015; Hönekopp, 2006;
Leder, Goller, Rigotti, & Forster, 2016). Aesthetic ratings of real-world
scenes also show a strong shared component (Herzog, Herbert, Kaplan,
& Crooks, 2000; Kaplan & Kaplan, 1995), which has led to a variety of
theoretical efforts to explain aesthetic preferences as a deterministic
result of objective stimulus features. For faces, averageness, symmetry
and the presence of secondary sexual characteristics have been pro-
posed as determinants of attractiveness (Gangestad, Thornhill, & Yeo,
1994; Rhodes, Sumich, & Byatt, 1999; Thornhill & Gangestad, 1999),
while for scenes, evidence suggests that naturalness, expansiveness,
fractal-like complexity, contrast, contour shape and spectral composi-
tion correlate with average preferences (Aks & Sprott, 1996; Amirshahi,
Koch, Denzler, & Redies, 2012; Bar & Neta, 2006; Graham & Field,
2007; Graham, Schwarz, Chatterjee, & Leder, 2016; Menzel, Hayn-
Leichsenring, Langner, Wiese, & Redies, 2015; Reber, Schwarz, &
Winkielman, 2004; Tinio & Leder, 2009; Van Tonder, Lyons, & Ejima,
2002).

However, the existence of shared taste does not, in fact, mean that
objective stimulus features determine preferences. For example, facial
attractiveness judgments are modulated by degree of shared experience
(Bronstad & Russell, 2007) and scene preferences are modulated by
factors such as educational background, country of origin and ethnicity
(Buijs, Elands, & Langers, 2009; Herzog et al., 2000). And while there is
a degree of shared taste for real-world scenes that depict recognizable
content, such shared taste does not reflect a reliance on “objective”
stimulus features such as variation in color or shape—abstract images
that also contain variation in these features (e.g. fractals, kaleidoscopic
images) produce significantly lower levels of shared taste (Vessel &
Rubin, 2010). Indeed, aesthetic ratings for visual art are highly idio-
syncratic (Vessel, Starr, & Rubin, 2012), and there is evidence that such
idiosyncrasies are also modulated by the degree of representational
content: representational art produces greater agreement across people
than abstract art (Schepman, Rodway, Pullen, & Kirkham, 2015), and
the semantic associations that individuals generate in response to art-
works are also more convergent for representational as opposed to
abstract artworks (Schepman, Rodway, & Pullen, 2015). Previous work
in urban design has also highlighted individual differences in archi-
tecture preferences (Nasar, 1994). Thus, the picture that emerges is that
shared taste is not a result of a direct mapping between objective sti-
mulus features and aesthetic preferences, but instead is the result of
more similar subjective evaluations of a stimulus set across a sample of
observers.

While there is evidence that shared taste may vary widely from one

aesthetic domain to another, there has yet to emerge a clear under-
standing of whether such variation is systematic, and if so, what factors
may lead to higher or lower degrees of shared versus private taste.
Leder et al. (2016) directly compared faces and abstract artwork and
again found that while about 40% of the variance in face preferences
was accounted for by private taste, 75% of the variance in preferences
for abstract artwork was accounted for by private taste. In addition,
abstract art preferences were less affected by an instruction to rate
according to the tastes of others, suggesting that individuals have no
access to a valid concept of shared taste for abstract art.

Yet there are many differences between these two aesthetic domains
that could account for this difference in private taste. One salient dif-
ference is that faces represent a “natural” category whereas artwork is
an artifact of human culture. A second salient difference is that pho-
tographs of faces are depictions of real-world objects, while images of
abstract artwork do not depict real objects. Even in the case of re-
presentational artwork, the viewer is aware that what is depicted is not
a real object, but an artistically rendered interpretation. Existing data is
unable to distinguish between these alternative explanations as a driver
for observed differences in shared versus private taste.

Using images from five aesthetic domains—faces, natural land-
scapes, interior and exterior architecture, and visual art—we set out to
test, systematically, variations in agreement across classes of visual
objects ranging from the more fully natural to the more fully artifactual,
while controlling for differences in medium and manner of depiction.

In Experiment 1, we computed preference agreement within sepa-
rate groups of participants who each viewed only one stimulus domain.
The participants performed two different tasks—a rating task designed
to measure aesthetic appreciation and a “keypress” task designed to
measure the amount of effort a person is willing to exert to view an
image (e.g. incentive salience; modeled after Aharon et al., 2001).
These tasks were chosen based on findings in rodents that the neuro-
chemical system supporting consummatory pleasure (“liking”) is se-
parable from the system supporting incentive salience (“wanting”;
Berridge, Robinson, & Aldridge, 2009). The rating task used in this
experiment, however, asked observers to produce a single judgment of
subjective aesthetic appreciation based on a range of potential aesthetic
responses, and not just pleasure alone. We predicted that the more
“natural” aesthetic domains (faces and natural landscapes) would show
higher agreement than architecture or artwork, which are artifacts of
human culture. We found highest agreement for faces, followed by
natural landscapes, and then lower agreement for both interior and
exterior architecture, and finally, lowest agreement for visual artworks.

Experiment 2 directly compared natural landscapes and exterior
architecture, both photographs of real-world scenes with information
about spatial layout, in a within-subjects design, and found significantly
higher agreement for natural landscapes than exterior architecture on
the rating task. The results support the hypothesis that aesthetic pre-
ferences for artifacts of human culture such as artwork and architecture
are based on more individual sensibilities, whereas aesthetic pre-
ferences for naturally occurring aesthetic domains such as natural
landscapes and faces have a stronger component of shared taste.

2. Experiment 1

In the first experiment, preferences were measured separately for
individual classes of images: faces, natural scenes, interior and exterior
architecture, and artwork.

2.1. Methods

2.1.1. Stimuli
Images and instructions were presented on a Viewsonic ViewPanel

VE170 monitor using a Dell Precision T1500 computer running
Windows 7 and Matlab R2011b with Psychophysics Toolbox-3 exten-
sions (Brainard, 1997; Kleiner et al., 2007; Pelli, 1997). Subjects were
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positioned 57 cm from the monitor. Examples of all image domains are
shown in Fig. 1.

2.1.1.1. Natural landscapes. Images were obtained from a variety of
sources, including the SUN Database (Xiao et al., 2013), IMSI
MasterClips and MasterPhotos Premium Image Collection (Novato,
California, USA) and also from images publicly available on the
internet. Images were selected to represent a wide variety of biomes,
weather, and view type (e.g. closeup vs. far focus). Images were
cropped to a 4:3 aspect ratio and presented at 13° of visual angle for
the horizontal dimension. Differences in luminance contrast were
minimized by scaling the distribution of each color channel (RGB) by
the same factor to match a target luminance contrast (root-mean-
square; CRMS) of 0.2 when displayed on the LCD monitor using a
linearized color look-up table. The look up table was estimated by
measuring the monitor luminance profile using a photometer; these
measurements also confirmed that the maximum output of each color
channel was in good agreement with a standard RGB-to-gray transform
used for contrast computations. The scaling computed for each image
was applied equally to all three color channels before the image was
saved as a TIFF in RGB color space. We individually adjusted all images
that suffered from this manipulation by slightly increasing or
decreasing the mean luminance of the image (leaving the contrast
unchanged). Any images that looked too unnatural despite additional
adjustments were removed; 148 were used in the final image set.

2.1.1.2. Faces. 80 grayscale images of faces (half male) were taken
from the stimulus set assembled and studied by Aharon et al. (2001).
The set contains 20 “average” and 20 “beautiful” faces of both male and
female genders, of a variety of ethnic backgrounds. One male face was
replaced, as it was recognizable as a now-famous actor; one female face,
judged by the experimenters as androgynous, was replaced as well. All
images were lightly spatially filtered (Gaussian low-pass filter,
sigma=0.4 pixels) to better match the frequency spectra across the

average and beautiful face categories. Average CRMS was 0.23 (0.05
SD). The images were cropped using an oval window surrounding the
face and presented at a size of approximately 6° of visual angle for the
width of the face.

2.1.1.3. Architecture. 108 exterior and 118 interior architecture images
were selected, with the majority collected from ArtStor, a database of
high-quality images representing multiple cultures and periods. Images
containing people were excluded. Interior images were chosen to
highlight architectural detail, not interior décor. An effort was also
made to utilize exterior images that gave an impression of building
detail as well as its place in a given setting, while excluding images that
gave primary emphasis to features of the landscape. Images represented
a variety of styles, materials, and time periods. Images were cropped to
a 4:3 (landscape) or 3:4 aspect ratio (portrait) and presented at a size of
13° of visual angle for the longer dimension. The images were contrast
equalized using the same procedure as for natural landscapes (see
Section 2.1.1.1) and displayed using a linearized color look-up table.

2.1.1.4. Visual art. 109 photographs of visual artworks (paintings,
collages, woven silks, excluding sculpture), taken from a previous
study (Vessel et al., 2012) and sourced from the CAMIO (Catalog of
Art Images Online) database were used. The set covered a variety of
periods (fifteenth century to the twentieth), styles, and genres
(landscape, portrait, abstract, still life), and diversely represented
cultures of Europe, the Americas, and Asia. While all of the images
were taken from museum collections, special care was used to ensure
that only lesser-known artworks were included. Due to the large
differences in size and color content across different artworks,
contrast equalization was not possible. Images were scaled such that
the largest dimension did not exceed 20° of visual angle, and the area
did not exceed 75% of a 20° box.

Fig. 1. Examples of images, and their Exp. 1 ratings, from the five aesthetic domains tested. (A) Two images were selected from each domain whose variance across
observers was close to the average for the domain, and whose average preference were between 2.5–3.0 (“low”) and 5.0–5.5 (“high”). From left to right: black and
white images of faces, images of natural landscapes, exterior images of architecture, interior images of architecture and visual artwork (paintings). (B) Ratings for
each individual image in A, from Exp. 1, along with the average rating and 95% confidence interval. Despite the fact that across-observer variance of ratings differed
across the domains, ratings of each domain spanned the entire response range. All five domains were tested in Exp. 1. Exp. 2 contrasted only two domains, natural
landscapes and exterior architecture. See Acknowledgments for artwork image credits.
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2.1.2. Participants
Individual observers were recruited for each of the four stimulus

types. 24 observers (13 male, all right-handed, mean age 24.6 years, 6.4
SD) were recruited for the visual art group. Five were removed for
exhibiting low average test-retest reliability (r < 0.5). The landscape
group consisted of 18 individuals (7 male, 15 right-handed, mean age
24.2 years, 5.9 SD). One was excluded for low average reliability, as
above. The interior architecture group consisted of 17 observers (8
male, 16 right-handed, mean age 26.9, 6.9 SD). Data from three ob-
servers were excluded because of low average reliability. The exterior
architecture group consisted of 19 observers (8 male, 18 right-handed,
mean age 26.3, 6.1 SD). Data from four observers were excluded be-
cause of low reliability. The face group consisted of 20 individuals (10
male, 18 right handed, mean age 26.7, 8.2 SD), one of whom was ex-
cluded from analysis because of low reliability.

Participants were tested at New York University (NYU; New York
City, USA) or at the Max Planck Institute for Empirical Aesthetics (MPI;
Frankfurt am Main, Germany): ten of the landscape participants and
seven exterior architecture participants (none excluded) were tested at
MPI; all of the remaining participants were tested at NYU. Individuals
were recruited through fliers and electronic advertisements placed
throughout New York City or Frankfurt, were paid for their participa-
tion, and gave informed consent in accordance with NYU or MPI human
subject policies. Observers were all fluent in English, had normal/cor-
rected vision and had no history of neurological or mood disorders.

2.1.3. Procedure
After giving informed consent, participants were brought into a

darkened room and instructed to sit comfortably at the screen and
keyboard. Observers were instructed on the task and given 3–4 practice
trials to familiarize them with the task and images.

Task order was counterbalanced across subjects. After the first task
was completed, the subject was allotted a break, and the instructions for
the second task were presented. The directions for each task are in-
cluded below.

2.1.3.1. Rating task. Participants were asked to rate how aesthetically
pleasing each image was, using a 7-point rating scale. Instructions were
designed to encourage responses based on a participant’s own aesthetic
evaluation. Participants were instructed to make judgments based on
how much they, individually, were “moved” by the images, and that
they should imagine that their evaluations of the images would be used
to help curate a collection of images in the given domain. In all cases,
participants were told that there were no right or wrong answers. As an
example, the instructions for the architecture group stated:

Imagine that the images you see are of structures that may be fea-
tured in a book on architecture. The editor needs to know which
structures are the most aesthetically pleasing based on how strongly
you as an individual respond to them. Your job is to give your gut-
level response, based on how much you find the structure beautiful,
compelling, or powerful. Note: The structures may cover the entire
range from “beautiful” to “strange” or even “ugly.” We ask that you
respond on the basis of how much this structure “moves” you. What
is most important is for you to indicate which structures you find
powerful, pleasing, or profound.

Full instructions for all image categories are in the Supplementary
Material.

Each trial began with a 500ms fixation cross, followed by an image
for 3 s. After the image disappeared, a 7-point rating scale appeared
(1= not aesthetically moving and 7= very aesthetically moving).
Observers responded using a mouse click that was followed by a 1 s
inter-trial interval. The architecture and faces groups performed three
repetitions of all images, while the landscape and art groups performed
two repetitions of all images. Image presentation was pseudo-rando-
mized with image order counterbalanced across observers. Observers

were allowed to take breaks every few minutes.

2.1.3.2. Key-press task. The viewing time task was used to gauge
subjective reward value of the images. Observers were allowed to
control the amount of time each image was displayed in a procedure
similar to that of Aharon et al. (2001). Participants were told they could
control how long they spent looking at each image by pressing keys to
increase or decrease viewing time, and that they should look only as
long as they enjoyed doing so. Participants were instructed that they
were perusing a collection of items and that they should respond to
them based on their aesthetic preferences. As an example, the
instructions for the architecture group stated:

Imagine that the images you see are of structures featured in a book
on architecture. As a reader of the book, you choose to look at some
of the buildings for a long time. On the other hand, there are some
images that you may not choose to spend much time looking at. In
this experiment, you will control how long you spend looking at
each image, much like you would if you were looking through an
architecture book. The total experiment will last for a fixed period of
time. What images you choose to spend your time looking at is up to
you.

Each trial began with a 500ms fixation point followed by an image.
Participants were informed that if they did not press any keys, the
image would be presented for a default time (4 s). Observers could
decrease the amount of time the image was presented on the screen by
rapidly pressing two keys marked with a “-” sign. Alternatively, ob-
servers could increase the amount of time the image stayed on the
screen by rapidly pressing two keys marked with a “+” sign. Change in
time as a result of the key presses was calculated according to the
equation

NewTotalTime OldTotalTime ExtremeTime OldTotalTime K( )/= + −

where ExtremeTime=0 s when participants pressed the “−” keys and
ExtremeTime=8 s when participants pressed the “+” keys, and
K=20. The final viewing time reflects the amount of effort participants
are willing to exert to view or not view an image, a measure of ap-
proach motivation. Subjects were instructed that both the total ex-
periment time and payment were fixed and would not be affected by
viewing images for longer or shorter periods.

All subjects performed two full repetitions of all images, except for
the faces group, whom performed three repetitions. Image order was
counterbalanced across observers. Observers were allowed to take
breaks every few minutes.

2.1.4. Analysis
Agreement across participants was assessed using a “mean-minus-

one” (MM1) correlation measure. First, an average rating (or viewing
time) across repeated presentations was computed for each observer
looking at each stimulus. A correlation was then computed between
each participants’ ratings and the average of all other participants. The
across-observer average MM1 score was computed by first transforming
individual r-values to z values, computing a mean, and then trans-
forming that score back to an r-value for easier interpretability. This
method has been shown to result in less biased estimates than averaging
raw correlations (Bronstad & Russell, 2007; Corey, Dunlap, & Burke,
1998). Similarly, 95% confidence intervals about the mean were com-
puted by first transforming the scores to z values and then transforming
the resulting interval back to r-values.

2.2. Results

For the rating task, although average preferences across all ob-
servers was slightly higher for those observers who viewed natural
landscapes (Table 1), the difference was not significant [1-way ANOVA
F(4, 83)= 1.08, p=0.37, η2=0.05]. In the keypress task, average
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viewing times for natural landscapes were also somewhat longer than
the other domains, but again did not reach significance [1-way ANOVA
F(4, 83)= 1.80, p=0.14, η2=0.08].

Inspection of responses to individual images revealed that responses
in each domain covered the entire range, despite differences in the
consistency of responses across observers. Fig. 1 illustrates examples of
generally “low” and “high” aesthetic appeal images from each domain,
selected to have a variance across observers close to that of the average
for the domain. In all domains, individual observers’ ratings span from
the lowest to the highest possible rating. These example images also
illustrate variability across observers: an artwork given the highest
rating by some observers received very low ratings from other ob-
servers.

2.2.1. Across-observer agreement
In order to precisely quantify this variability, a measure of agree-

ment across observers’ preferences was computed for each group of
participants for both the rating and keypress tasks (“mean-minus-one”
correlation, MM1, see Section 2.1.4). Agreement for preference ratings
was strongly affected by aesthetic domain (Fig. 2A), with ratings for
images of faces being the most similar across participants
(MM1=0.85, 95% CI 0.78–0.89). Observers also showed a relatively
strong degree of agreement for natural landscapes (MM1=0.60, 95%
CI 0.53–0.66). However, ratings of images of both exterior and interior
architecture were much more divergent, resulting in a lower degree of
agreement (MM1=0.38, 95% CI 0.29–0.46 and 0.40, 95% CI
0.34–0.47 respectively). Ratings of artworks were the most dissimilar
across individual participants (MM1=0.31, 95% CI 0.23–0.38). A one-
way ANOVA confirmed that there were significant differences in
agreement across the domains [F(4, 83)= 34.9, p≪ 0.01, η2=0.64;
performed on z-transformed values], and subsequent multiple-com-
parisons tests (Tukey-Kramer) revealed that faces were significantly
different from all other domains (all p≪ 0.01), and natural landscapes
were also different from all other domains (all p≤ 0.01), whereas
agreement levels for exterior architecture, interior architecture and
artworks were not different (all p > 0.3). Similarly, agreement across
observers for average viewing times of each image in the keypress task
was also strongly affected by aesthetic domain (Fig. 2B). Despite lower
agreement overall compared to ratings, the pattern of agreement values
across categories was very similar. Observers in the faces condition had
the most similar viewing times (MM1=0.71, 95% CI 0.63–0.78), fol-
lowed by natural landscapes (MM1=0.55, 95% CI 0.48–0.61).
Agreement was much lower for exterior architecture (MM1=0.33,
95% CI 0.25–0.42), interior architecture (MM1=0.33, 95% CI
0.24–0.40) and artwork (MM1=0.26, 95% CI 0.18–0.33). A one-way
ANOVA confirmed these cross-domain differences in agreement [F
(4, 83)= 21.6, p≪ 0.01, η2=0.52]. Follow-up tests (Tukey-Kramer
multiple comparisons) confirmed that there was higher agreement for
faces and landscapes than for exterior architecture, interior archi-
tecture, and artworks (all p < 0.01), and that the difference in agree-
ment for faces and landscapes approached significance (p=0.06)
Agreement did not significantly differ amongst either architecture or
artwork domains (all p > 0.6).

Importantly, the lower agreement values observed for some

domains were not simply a consequence of lower discriminability be-
tween the items of that domain. If this were the case, we would observe
the same pattern in the test-retest reliability measures of individuals’
responses. While the keypress data was overall less reliable than the
rating data (average r=0.81, 95% CI 0.79–0.83 and 0.72, 95% CI
0.69–0.74, respectively), the pattern of within-observer reliability was
quite different from the pattern of across-observer agreement. Ratings
for faces were more reliable (r=0.88) than the other domains [1-way
ANOVA F(4, 83)= 5.21, p < 0.01, η2=0.21; performed on z-trans-
formed values], but reliability for the other domains were indis-
tinguishable (r=0.77 for natural landscapes, r=0.80 for exterior ar-
chitecture, r=0.77 for interior architecture, r=0.80 for artwork;
differences tested using follow-up Tukey-Kramer multiple-comparisons
tests, all p > 0.9). For the keypress task, faces were more reliable
(r=0.80) than natural landscapes (r=0.68, p < 0.05) and exterior
architecture (r=0.67, p < 0.05), but no other comparisons were dif-
ferent [r=0.69 for interior architecture, r=0.70 for artwork; 1-way
ANOVA F(4, 83)= 3.11, p < 0.05, η2=0.14; pairwise differences
tested using Tukey-Kramer multiple-comparisons tests].

Additionally, across-observer agreement was also not predicted by
the variability of participants' responses to images of a domain, which
one would expect if the observed differences in agreement were simply
due to differences in sampling of the respective domains on an attrac-
tive/unattractive dimension. While ratings for faces did show the
highest average variance (3.19), exterior architecture showed the next
highest average variance (2.80), followed by artwork (2.51), natural
landscapes (2.47) and interior architecture (2.42). For the keypress
data, landscapes had the highest average variance (1.20), followed by
faces (1.19), then artwork (1.07), interior architecture (1.05) and ex-
terior architecture (1.02).

The differences in agreement were not affected by the removal of
low-reliability participants: a reanalysis of agreement scores that in-
cluded all participants yielded almost identical results for both ratings
[faces MM1=0.84, 95% CI 0.77–0.88; landscapes MM1=0.59, 95%
CI 0.52–0.65; exterior architecture MM1=0.36, 95% CI 0.28–0.43;
interior architecture MM1=0.38, 95% CI 0.30–0.45; artwork
MM1=0.28, 95% CI 0.21–0.35; 1-way ANOVA F(4, 83)= 34.1,
p≪ 0.01, η2=0.59] and viewing times [faces MM1=0.70, 95% CI
0.62–0.77; landscapes MM1=0.54; 95% CI 0.47–0.59; exterior archi-
tecture MM1=0.33; 95% CI 0.25–0.39; interior architecture
MM1=0.30; 95% CI 0.21–0.39; artwork MM1=0.23; 95% CI
0.16–0.30; 1-way ANOVA F(4, 83)= 23.8, p≪ 0.01, η2=0.51].

Differences in agreement across domains was also not a con-
sequence of the number of repetitions – an analysis of only the first
presentations revealed that while the overall agreement was slightly
lower (as would be expected from a noisier estimate), the pattern of
MM1 agreement was unchanged for both ratings [faces 0.79, land-
scapes 0.56, exterior architecture 0.36, interior architecture 0.37, art-
work 0.28; 1-way ANOVA F(4, 83)= 33.2, p≪ 0.01, η2=0.63] and
keypress data [faces 0.66, landscapes 0.49, exterior architecture 0.27,
interior architecture 0.29, artwork 0.25; 1-way ANOVA F
(4, 83)= 23.0, p≪ 0.01, η2=0.54].

Partitioning the variance of participant responses provides an al-
ternate means of visualizing these results (Germine et al., 2015). The
total variance of responses in each domain was first partitioned into
“non-repeatable” variance vs. “repeatable” variance (e.g. reliable re-
sponses within a participant across repeated viewings of the same sti-
mulus). Repeatable variance was then further subdivided into shared
vs. individual variance in responses.

For the rating data, the proportion of shared variance in each do-
main mirrored the same pattern as the MM1 correlations (Fig. 2C).
Faces evoked the highest proportion of shared variance (66%), followed
by natural landscapes (29%). The other three domains all showed much
lower proportions of shared variance (exterior architecture 11%, in-
terior architecture 12%, artwork 8%).

Variance partitioning of viewing times in the keypress task revealed

Table 1
Average preferences and viewing times for each subgroup in Exp. 1. Confidence
intervals are computed across participant averages.

Domain N Avg. preference [95%
CI]

Avg. view time (s) [95%
CI]

Faces 19 3.62 [3.40 3.84] 3.93 [3.73 4.12]
Landscapes 17 3.86 [3.59 4.13] 4.26 [4.09 4.42]
Exterior architecture 15 3.41 [2.96 3.87] 3.99 [3.75 4.22]
Interior architecture 14 3.63 [3.35 3.91] 4.01 [3.74 4.28]
Artwork 19 3.63 [3.29 3.98] 4.03 [3.87 4.19]
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that although the keypress data was overall less reliable than the rating
data, the proportion of shared vs. individual taste was almost identical
with one exception—shared variance was lower for faces in the key-
press task (46%) than in the rating task (Fig. 2D).

2.3. Experiment 1 Discussion

In both an aesthetic rating task and a keypress task in which ob-
servers had to exert effort to change how long each image was viewed,
we found large and systematic differences across visual aesthetic do-
mains in the degree to which different people preferred the same

images. Whereas preferences for faces and landscapes contained a
sizeable degree of shared taste, preferences for artwork and architecture
were highly individual, with approximately 90% of the variance being
accounted for by individual taste.

While the relationship between our image set and the “true” un-
derlying variability of the sampled image domains is unknown, the
results of the test-retest reliability measure allowed us to rule out dif-
ferences in the similarity or distribution of stimuli as a potential ex-
planation for the observed differences in agreement. If the internal re-
presentations of one set of stimuli were less discriminable (e.g.
responses to the stimuli were closer together on an internal axis, and

Fig. 2. Proportion of shared taste varies by aesthetic domain. (A) A “mean-minus-one” measure of agreement across individuals (MM1) revealed higher agreement
for aesthetic ratings of faces than for all other stimulus classes, and higher agreement for natural landscapes than for artwork or either class of architecture. (B)
Qualitatively similar results were obtained using a “keypress” paradigm during which observers exerted effort by pressing keys to modify the amount of time each
image was viewed (a measure of incentive salience/approach motivation). Overall, agreement was lower than for the rating task and the difference between faces and
natural landscapes was not significant, but the ordering of categories was identical. (C) The proportion of repeatable variance in the rating task attributable to shared
taste is highest for faces, followed by natural landscapes, with architecture (exterior and interior) and artwork showing much lower shared variance. (D) Variance
partitioning in the keypress task revealed a similar pattern as the rating task, with the exception of the lower shared variance for faces. Horizontal brackets in A and B
indicate the adjusted (Tukey-Kramer) significance of post-ANOVA multiple-comparisons between pairs of stimulus domains at p < 0.01. Diamonds are means across
participants; error bars are 95% confidence intervals.
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there was noise in the ability to estimate the response on that axis), then
within-rater test-retest reliability would also be reduced since the less
precise distribution must be sampled a second time. This was not the
case—responses to architecture and artwork, for example, actually had
higher test-retest reliability than natural landscapes, yet exhibited
lower shared-taste.

The face stimuli differed from the other three domains in that they
were pre-categorized into “average” and “beautiful” stimuli on the basis
of ratings from a previous study (Aharon et al., 2001). Such a bimodal
distribution may have led to artificial inflation of the estimate of across-
observer agreement. An analysis of each category separately resulted in
MM1 values of 0.56 for “average” faces and 0.53 for “beautiful” faces,
likely representing a lower bound of what would be expected from a
more normally distributed stimulus set. Indeed, a reanalysis of facial
attractiveness ratings from Bronstad and Russell (2007) revealed an
average MM1 score of 0.63 (95% CI 0.61–0.66) across a set of 63 un-
related participants making ratings of 74 faces sampled from a uni-
versity student population. These values are consistent with other
published reports of high agreement for facial attractiveness ratings,
and are on par with the agreement measured for natural landscapes.

The rating instructions for the face stimuli were also slightly dif-
ferent – participants were asked to judge the aesthetic “attractiveness”
of the stimuli rather than whether they were aesthetically moving
(“powerful, pleasing or profound.”) This wording was chosen as the
more ecologically valid way of asking about the aesthetic appeal of
faces, while maintaining the general parallelism in the tasks. Given that
the instruction wording across stimulus domains for the keypress task
did not contain such differences, yet the same pattern of agreement was
found, it seems unlikely that the differences in agreement on the rating
task were a consequence of this wording choice. Further research would
be needed to directly address the question of how such wording affects
agreement.

It is noteworthy that images of architecture and images of natural
landscapes, both of which are photographs of real-world settings, were
so divergent on measures of agreement. This suggests that the degree of
agreement across people is not solely a feature of the realism of a de-
piction of an object or scene but is also modulated by the depicted
content.

The overall pattern of results was similar for both ratings and
looking times in the keypress task, with the exception of faces, which
showed greater shared taste for ratings than keypress viewing times.
This difference is consistent with previous reports of differences be-
tween ratings of faces, a measure of aesthetic pleasure (“liking”), and
keypress viewing times for faces, a measure of incentive salience or
approach motivation (e.g. willingness to work, “wanting”; Aharon
et al., 2001).

A drawback of the between-subjects design used for Exp. 1 is that
differences in agreement could potentially reflect group differences
rather than stimulus differences per se. Such would be the case if one
group of observers included one or more highly idiosyncratic judges,
which might artificially reduce agreement below what would be ex-
pected in a larger, more homogenous population. We therefore per-
formed a second experiment using a within-subjects design and limited
to two domains, natural landscapes and exterior images of architecture,
which are well matched in that both are photographs of real-world
settings yet produced divergent degrees of shared taste in Exp. 1.

3. Experiment 2

In order to rule out the possibility that the observed differences in
agreement across aesthetic domains in Exp. 1 were solely a property of
different participant samples, we performed a second experiment using
a within-subjects design. We focused our comparison on the domains of
natural landscapes and exterior architecture. Both domains are photo-
graphs of real-world scenes, and are also well matched in terms of
image size and the presence of information about spatial layout.

However, in Exp. 1, individuals agreed to a much greater degree on
which natural landscapes they found aesthetically appealing than they
did for images of exterior architecture.

3.1. Methods

3.1.1. Stimuli
This experiment used 148 Images of landscapes and 108 images of

exterior architecture, identical to those used in Exp. 1. Both sets of
stimuli were contrast equalized as described in Exp. 1.

3.1.2. Participants
Twenty-one participants (9 male, 18 right-handed, mean age

27.2 years, 6.6 SD) were recruited through fliers placed throughout
New York City, and were paid $12/h. Each individual was administered
informed consent in accordance with NYU’s University Committee on
Activities Involving Human Subjects. Two participants were excluded
from the analysis because of low average reliability (r < 0.5), leaving
19 total.

3.1.3. Procedure
The procedure was identical to that of Exp. 1, except that all in-

dividual participants performed two sessions (on separate days), one
with images of natural landscapes and one with images of exterior ar-
chitecture. At the beginning of each session, participants completed a
demographic questionnaire. Subsequently, they were asked to fill out
two questionnaires on current mood, including a Temporal Experience
of Pleasure Scale (TEPS; Gard, Gard, Kring, & John, 2006) and the
State-Trait Anxiety Inventory (STAI; Spielberger, Gorsuch, & Lushene,
1970). The TEPS is divided into anticipatory (TEPS-A) and con-
summatory (TEPS-C) sub-scores intended to measure an observers’
anticipation of hedonic pleasure (approach motivation) and ability to
experience hedonic pleasure (initial responsiveness to reward), re-
spectively. The STAI measures were collected to measure state (mo-
mentary) anxiety, and trait (general) anxiety, which may affect one’s
experience of pleasure. In order to control for potential changes in an
observer’s mood across the two sessions, scores on TEPS (A and C) and
STAI-State were entered as covariates in an ANCOVA of the MM1
agreement score analyses, performed using lme in R (maximum like-
lihood, Type II sums of squares; http://www.R-project.org). One addi-
tional observer was removed from this analysis due to missing TEPS
scores.

Participants performed both a rating task and a keypress task, with
instructions identical to those of Exp. 1. For each task, observers were
instructed on the task, completed 3–5 practice trials, and then per-
formed the task. Participants viewed and responded to the full image
set two times for each task (2 blocks). Order of image presentation
within each task was counterbalanced across observers. A short break
was allowed every few minutes.

3.1.4. Measures of luminance, contrast and range
In addition to the contrast equalization procedure described in Exp.

1, measures of average luminance, average color contrast (CRMS) and
range were computed in L * a * b color space for stimuli in both image
sets. L * a * b values were computed by transforming images to sRGB
using a monitor-specific lookup table (derived using photometer mea-
surements), and then transforming to CIELAB using the Matlab Image
Processing Toolbox (monitor white point of 6500k). We computed the
average amount of variance in participant responses accounted for by
these stimulus measures using regression.

3.2. Results

Unlike in Exp. 1, neither average ratings nor viewing times were
significantly affected by stimulus domain. A 2×2 ANOVA of the rating
task (with subjects as a random effect) revealed that average
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preferences across all observers for natural landscapes (M=4.00, 95%
CI 3.63–4.38) and exterior architecture (M=3.88, 95% CI 3.56–4.20)
were not significantly different [main effect of domain F(1, 18)= 0.68,
p=0.42, η2P=0.04]. In addition, average ratings did not differ from
the first block of ratings (M=3.97, 95% CI 3.65–4.28) to the second
block [M=3.92, 95% CI 3.59–4.25; main effect of block F
(1, 18)= 0.58, p=0.46, η2P=0.03], nor was there any interaction
between stimulus domain and block [F(1, 18) < 0.001, p=0.98,
η2P < 0.001]. Average viewing times in the keypress task also did not
differ by aesthetic domain [M=4.39 s, 95% CI 4.15–4.62 for natural
landscapes and M=4.26, 95% CI 4.07–4.44 for exterior architecture;
main effect of domain F(1, 18)= 1.25, p=0.28, η2P=0.06]. However,
average viewing times were longer in the first block (M=4.38, 95% CI
4.21–4.55) than the second block [M=4.26, 95% CI 4.07–4.45; F
(1, 18)= 9.28, p < 0.01, η2P=0.34; no interaction F(1, 18)= 0.4,
p=0.54, η2P=0.02].

Agreement across individuals, however, was significantly higher for
ratings of natural landscapes (average MM1=0.63, 95% CI 0.55–0.69)
than for ratings of exterior architecture [average MM1=0.48, 95% CI
0.40–0.55; ANCOVA performed using z-transformed MM1 scores F
(1, 14)= 19.22, p≪ 0.01, Cohen’s d=1.08, Fig. 3A]. The TEPS-C
covariate had a significant negative effect on agreement [F
(1, 14)= 5.54, p=0.03, r=0.53], while TEPS-A [F(1, 14)= 3.64,
p=0.08, r=0.45] and STAI-State [F(1, 14)= 1.45, p=0.25,
r=0.31] had no effect. Inclusion of TEPS and STAI as covariates did
not materially alter the effect of domain on MM1 agreement [reduced
model ANOVA F(1, 18)= 14.18, p≪ 0.01, Cohen's d=0.92]. As in Exp.
1, there were no differences in test-retest reliability for the two domains
[natural landscape average r=0.73, 95% CI 0.67–0.78; exterior ar-
chitecture average r=0.71, 95% CI 0.64–0.77; t(18)= 0.54, p=0.59,
Cohen’s d=0.12, performed on z-transformed r-values], again ruling
out the possibility that the lower shared taste for architecture was a
result of lower discriminability between the stimuli. In order to aid
comparison between this study and previously published results, sev-
eral other measures of shared versus individual taste are provided in
Supplementary Table 1, including the average pairwise correlation
(Vessel & Rubin, 2010), intra-class correlation [icc(2, 1)] consistency
measure (Shrout & Fleiss, 1979) and the “beholder index” under the
assumption that differences in each judge’s average response level are

not meaningful (bi1, Hönekopp, 2006). The total variance of rating
responses was again partitioned into a non-repeatable component, a
proportion attributable to shared taste and a proportion attributable to
individual taste (Fig. 3C top panels). Although the proportion of shared
variance for exterior architecture was higher in this experiment com-
pared to Exp. 1, the overall pattern is similar, with 36% shared taste for
natural landscapes and 20% shared taste for exterior architecture. Of
this shared taste, up to 21.5% of landscape ratings and 15.4% of ex-
terior architecture ratings may be accounted for by low-level stimulus
differences (mean, range, and CRMS of L * a * b luminance and color
channels; computed using regressions on individual participants' rat-
ings).

Viewing times in the keypress task showed a similar pattern to the
rating results, though the difference in agreement for natural land-
scapes (average MM1=0.53, 95% CI 0.45–0.59) and exterior archi-
tecture (average MM1=0.46, 95% CI 0.38–0.54) did not surpass an
α=0.05 significance threshold [ANCOVA performed using z-trans-
formed MM1 scores F(1, 14)= 3.23, p=0.09, Cohen’s d=0.53;
Fig. 3B]. The TEPS-C covariate had a significant negative effect on
agreement [F(1, 14)= 5.06, p=0.04, r=0.52], while TEPS-A [F
(1, 14)= 1.68, p=0.22, r=0.33] and STAI-State [F(1, 14) < 0.01,
p=0.95, r=0.02] had no effect. Inclusion of TEPS and STAI as cov-
ariates led to a small increase in the effect of domain on viewing times
[reduced model ANOVA F(1, 18)= 1.94, p=0.18, Cohen's d=0.39].
Test-retest reliability was lower for the keypress task than the rating
task for both natural landscapes (average r=0.58, 95% CI 0.48–0.67)
and exterior architecture (average r=0.67, 95% CI 0.57–0.74), but not
different between the two domains [t(18)= 1.52, p=0.14, Cohen’s
d=0.35]. Consequently, the proportion of non-repeatable variance in
the keypress viewing times was also higher than for the rating task
(approximately 60% for keypress viewing times vs. 50% for ratings, see
Supplementary Table 1). However, a partitioning of the repeatable
variance of the keypress data showed a similar pattern to the rating
data and to Exp. 1 (natural landscapes 32% shared taste, exterior ar-
chitecture 21% shared taste; Fig. 3C bottom panels). Similar to the
rating data, up to 19.3% of the shared variance in landscape viewing
times and up to 14.6% of the variance in exterior architecture viewing
times may be attributable to low-level stimulus differences.

Fig. 3. Measures of agreement for Exp. 2. (A) Agreement across people for aesthetic ratings of images of natural landscapes was significantly higher than for ratings of
exterior images of architecture; *p≪ 0.01. (B) For keypress task viewing times, the trend toward higher agreement for natural landscapes did not reach significance
(p=0.09). (C) The proportion of repeatable variance that is attributable to shared taste is higher for natural landscapes than for exterior architecture, for both tasks.
Diamonds are means across participants; error bars are 95% confidence intervals.
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4. Discussion

We observed large differences across visual aesthetic domains in the
degree to which aesthetic preferences can be accounted for by shared
taste—that is, preferences that are similar across individuals. Using a
between-subjects design (Exp. 1), we found the greatest amount of
shared taste for faces and natural landscapes, then much lower agree-
ment for architecture, and finally artwork. In a more sensitive within-
subjects design (Exp. 2), observers exhibited higher agreement for
aesthetic ratings of images of natural landscapes than for exterior
images of architecture. This finding rules out medium and manner of
depiction as the sole driver of differences in shared vs. private taste
across aesthetic domains (such as for faces vs. artworks) as both do-
mains are comprised of photographs depicting real-world locations
with strong cues for spatial layout. “Natural” classes of visual stimuli
systematically exhibit higher aesthetic agreement across people than do
artifacts of human culture.

While this study was not designed to test what features may drive
shared taste for exemplars of natural aesthetic domains, previous work
on faces suggests that biologically based standards of beauty such as
symmetry, averageness, and sexual dimorphism are attractive in both
male and female faces, and that such preferences reflect selection
pressures on information processing that are used in the service of mate
choice (see Rhodes, 2006). Yet the degree to which a person’s tastes
diverge from “average” preferences is shaped primarily by variation in
one’s environment, more so than by variation in genetics (Germine
et al., 2015), which leaves the possibility that experience with faces
during one’s lifetime interacts with information processing mechanisms
to produce an aesthetic sensibility for faces that relies on features re-
levant for health and reproduction and is similar across people.

Similarly, aesthetic preferences for natural landscapes are also likely
learned over the course of life experience, but may come to at least
partially reflect features that signal resource availability, habitability
and safety, or engage foraging behaviors. Average adult preferences for
natural scenes are predicted by the presence of natural as opposed to
urban features, openness of the view, the presence of water, signs of
care and disturbance, and cues for exploration (Biederman & Vessel,
2006; Kaplan, 1992; Sevenant & Antrop, 2010; Tinio & Leder, 2009).
Yet scene preferences for five-month old infants are different from those
of adults (Vessel, Burakowski, Slone, Shuwairi, & Johnson, unpublished
results), reflecting the influence of lower-level visual features more so
than semantic content, and the heritability of personal tastes divergent
from average preferences is again very low (Germine et al., 2015).

By contrast, aesthetic preferences for architecture and art do not
appear to converge across individuals. Some of the lack of shared
preference may be attributable to variations in expertise or exposure. It
is also not the case that aesthetic preferences for artifacts of culture are
entirely idiosyncratic. For example, a recent study found evidence for
an average preference for curvilinear over rectilinear architecture
(Vartanian et al., 2013), echoing earlier findings of a preference for
curved objects (Bar & Neta, 2006). In our own results, we do find a
small proportion of variance explained by shared taste. But the gap
between the proportion of variance explained by shared taste for ar-
chitecture (between 12 and 22%) or artwork (8%) versus for scenes
(36–38%) suggests that individuals rely on more divergent sources of
information.

One hypothesis for the higher observed agreement of natural aes-
thetic domains is that they have more direct and universal relevance for
human behavior than do cultural artifacts, and therefore come to rely
on more similar features across individuals over the course of devel-
opment, which then leads to a convergence of preferences across in-
dividuals. For most individuals, interactions with art and architecture
have few behavioral consequences on a day-to-day basis compared to
interactions with faces or landscape; that is, there may be a less reliable
link between judgments of cultural artifacts and significant behavioral
outcomes. Consistent with this interpretation, people are less able to

take the preferences of others into account when making aesthetic
judgments about artwork (as opposed to faces, Leder et al., 2016)
suggesting that people do not have access to a universal set of links
between the features of artwork and aesthetic value.

Alternatively, it is possible that lower agreement for cultural arti-
facts is not due to a lack of behavioral consequences, but instead reflects
a more basic difference between artifactual and natural objects, in that
artifactual objects elevate attention to elements of style. For example,
while architecture has functional features that speak to behavioral
needs, and which are generally present (e.g. roofs, openings, plumbing,
etc.), the proliferation of design features having primarily aesthetic
importance (decorative moldings, fretwork, masonry, etc.) may most
distinguish one structure from the next. Aspects of style and design may
obscure functional features and make an evaluation of resource avail-
ability or habitability difficult for the nonexpert. Individuals may learn
to differentiate such design features, only to form positive or negative
associations that rely more heavily on individual experience than do
evaluations of landscapes. It is also possible that other, yet unidentified
differences in our stimulus sets, in the nature of the aesthetic domains
studied, or in our participants' knowledge of the domains may have led
to some of the observed differences in agreement.

Data from the keypress task, despite showing weaker effects overall,
were quite similar to data from the rating tasks, with the exception of
faces. The keypress task, which was included because of its potential to
capture a potentially different aspect of hedonic processing, namely
incentive salience or “willingness to work,” could have been affected by
a variety of factors such as image complexity, interest, or approach/
avoidance. It is somewhat surprising, then, that there are only minimal
differences between the looking time and rating results in Exp. 1, with
the exception that the amount of shared variance in the rating task was
higher than in the keypress task, only for faces. This finding is well
aligned with previous reports that individuals have shared access to
standards of beauty for faces, yet the motivational (reward) values of
particular faces are more variable across individuals, particularly with
respect to gender of the rater (Aharon et al., 2001). More generally, this
suggests that only faces engage approach motivation systems
(“wanting”) differently from aesthetic preferences (liking). Alter-
natively, it is possible that other domains give no separate wanting
signal, such that aesthetic liking is the major input to incentive salience.

In Exp. 2, agreement for the keypress data was not significantly
different for natural landscapes than for exterior architecture, despite
showing a trend in the same direction. This suggests that incentive
salience for landscapes is more individual than aesthetic appreciation
for landscapes, potentially because of the influence of other factors such
as those mentioned above (interest, etc.). In general, the keypress data
showed a noisier signal, with higher proportions of non-repeatable
variance, suggesting that incentive salience is more likely to fluctuate
on repeated presentations than is a subjective rating of aesthetic pre-
ference—either due to actual changes in the value associated with a
stimulus, or due to more general fluctuations in observers’ incentive to
engage in differential keypressing. A related possibility is that incentive
salience is more susceptible to repetition-related changes, fatigue or
satiation (Rolls, 1999).

The lack of difference in average ratings and average viewing times
in Exp. 2 suggests that differences observed in Exp. 1 reflected a be-
tween-subject effect, rather than a real difference in stimulus domains.
The finding of higher across-observer agreement, but no difference in
overall appreciation, highlights the independence of these two mea-
sures. However, it should be stressed that this experiment was designed
to test agreement across individuals, rather than differences in absolute
appreciation.

It is important to note that the higher shared agreement for faces
and natural landscapes vs. architecture and art cannot be explained
solely by differences in low-level visual cues. Both the natural land-
scapes and exterior architecture image sets were photographs of real-
world scenes, were contrast equalized, were of the same size, contained
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variation in color and shape, and contained cues as to spatial layout. If
these cues were a strong driver of preference, one would expect similar
levels of agreement for these two image sets. The higher agreement for
natural landscapes, then, must be driven by higher order, internal re-
presentations that are more similar across individuals for landscapes
than for architecture. Additionally, whatever shared experience in-
dividuals have with architecture and art appears to be insufficient to
elicit responses across people that are as consistent as responses for
faces and natural landscapes.

4.1. Conclusion

Measuring shared taste across people reveals remarkable differences
in the degree to which different people have similar aesthetic experi-
ences with visual stimuli. While there is strong consistency for aesthetic
assessments of faces and to a lesser degree, natural landscapes, there is
no such consistency for artworks or architecture. It is reasonable to
assume that a major driver of the individual differences observed for
aesthetic preferences of artwork and architecture is the diversity of
individuals’ experiences. These findings hint at a fundamental differ-
ence in how experience influences aesthetic judgments for “natural”
aesthetic domains, as opposed to artifacts of human culture, and sug-
gest that artifactual versus natural categories are a fundamental orga-
nizational principle for how humans aesthetically evaluate objects.
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